Wolsey, Cromwell and
Tudor government
Scott Reeves assesses the impact
Thomas Wolsey and Thomas Cromwell
had on Tudor government

W

hen a handsome and athletic 17-yearold became King Henry VIII of England
on the death of his father, he had ambitions to become the foremost monarch in Europe.
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However, Henry was not interested in the detail
and left the problems of day-to-day government
to his advisers. For much of his reign he relied on
two chief ministers, Thomas Wolsey and Thomas
Cromwell. These two men, both from low-born
backgrounds, rose through the ranks to wield huge
power and influence during a momentous period
of history and helped to change the government of
England forever.

Source A
Henry VIII by Hans
Holbein
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Source B
The structure of Tudor
government

1 Look at the
subheadings used
in this article. Did
each one increase or
decrease the power of
the different branches
of government in
Source B?
2 Compare the
extracts in Source C.
How do they differ
in their opinions of
Wolsey and Henry?
Can you explain the
differences?

God
Whether Catholic or Protestant, all agreed that
God was at the top of the ‘Great Chain of Being’

King
The king was chosen by God, although was
sometimes overthrown — as happened in 1485
when Henry VII became the first Tudor monarch

The court
A group of people who followed the king wherever
he went, hoping to carry out his wishes in return
for money, land or favours. The court was made up
of the following groups:
■■ Chief minister: an unofficial position, the
chief minister was the most powerful person
under the king who controlled the government
■■ Royal household: servants and officials who
maintained the royal court and king’s affairs
■■ Royal council: members of the council were
selected by the king to offer advice, although
he did not have to accept what they said
■■ Privy chamber: members of the privy
chamber could enter the king’s private rooms
and had extra access to him

Source C
Two views of Wolsey from modern biographies of
Henry VIII.

For much of his career as Chancellor, it was Wolsey
who alone guided English affairs. His quick, strong
hands grasped everything because Henry seemed
unable, or unwilling, to make the smallest decision
himself. Who shall attend upon the Princess Mary?
What shall he reply to the regent of the Netherlands’
request to visit England? Shall the law courts be closed
because of the outbreak of sweating sickness? And so
on. All these Wolsey had to decide for him, for they
were problems which this apparently helpless man, for
all his bluster and swagger, could not resolve.
From Henry VIII by Jack Scarisbrick, 1997

In the summer of 1529, it was clear that Henry had
suffered a major defeat [when he failed to persuade
the Pope to agree to his divorce from Catherine of
Aragon], and that a new approach was needed. New
blood, it seemed, was also wanted. The first casualty
of the debacle was Wolsey. Formerly adept at bringing
the king everything he wanted, particularly when it
came to the church and diplomatic affairs, Wolsey
had spectacularly failed to bring Henry the thing he
wanted more than anything else. This underlines a
crucial point about Wolsey’s place in Henry’s life: he
did not dominate the king, as some have suggested;
he served him, and when he ceased to serve him to
Henry’s satisfaction, he fell from power.
From Henry VIII by Lucy Wooding, 2009

Parliament
The House of Lords and House of Commons
traditionally met when the king wanted money

Wolsey, 1509–30
When Henry VIII acceded to the throne in 1509,
he was surrounded by experienced administrators chosen by his father like the Archbishop of
Canterbury, William Warham, and the Bishop of
Winchester, Richard Fox. However, young Henry
soon found that they often disagreed with him,
particularly over whether Henry should engage in
expensive foreign warfare. Within 2 years, Henry
had sidelined his father’s trusted men and was listening more to one particular advisor who backed
his dreams of glory on the battlefield: Thomas
Wolsey.

French wars
Wolsey was a priest and the royal almoner — in
charge of giving charity to the poor — but he took
on the task of organising an army of 25,000 men
to invade France in 1512 when most of Henry’s
other advisers were unwilling. Seeing that he was
a man who was able to get things done, Henry
trusted Wolsey with more positions and power.
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When Wolsey was made lord chancellor in 1515,
it made him the most powerful man in Henry’s
government. Wolsey also rose through the ranks of
the Church, becoming a cardinal (the most senior
churchman in England) in 1515.
For most of the next two decades, Wolsey dominated the government of England, picking up more
titles and positions as the years rolled on. So powerful and rich did Wolsey become that he was referred
to as ‘alter rex’, or ‘second king’.

Eltham Ordinances
Although Wolsey had plenty of money, he was concerned by how much was being spent by the king
and the royal court. In 1526, Wolsey proposed the
Eltham Ordinances. This long list of rules tried to
cut the number of people who attended the court
in order to make it cheaper to run.
The Eltham Ordinances also aimed to change
the way the privy chamber was run. This was the
wing of the palace where the king and his family
lived. People who had access to the privy chamber
had far more contact with the king than people who
did not, and the gentlemen of the privy chamber
were Henry’s informal advisers — it was a route
to power and influence. Some of the jobs may
sound a little odd — the groom of the stool was in
Hindsight April 2017
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of Parliament, which was very unusual because part
of Parliament’s role was to make sure that Henry
did not tax the country too much.
When Wolsey’s commissioners went to collect
the tax, they found that many people refused to
pay and a full-scale rebellion broke out in Suffolk.
Wolsey — and, by association, King Henry — had
reached beyond the remit of their powers. Henry
distanced himself from the Amicable Grant and
Wolsey took all the blame.
The Amicable Grant was the beginning of the
end for Wolsey. Henry began to lose trust in him
and, after he failed to negotiate a divorce for Henry
and Catherine of Aragon, Wolsey was arrested. He
died before he could face trial for treason.

Source D

Source D
Thomas Wolsey

3 Watch the video at
www.tinyurl.com/
jcdqhqa. What does
it suggest about why
Wolsey and Cromwell
had enemies among
the nobility?

Cromwell, 1530–40
charge of helping the king go to the toilet — but
that person also had private conversations with the
king several times a day, so it was a job that many
people wanted.
Wolsey’s Eltham Ordinances cut the number of
people who were members of the privy chamber
from twelve to six. However, those removed were
enemies of Wolsey, while those who stayed were his
allies. Not surprisingly, the Ordinances were seen
as a rather obvious attempt by Wolsey to get rid
of anybody close to the king who might disagree
with Wolsey’s ideas, helping him to gain more personal power.

The vacuum left by Wolsey was soon filled by
Thomas Cromwell, who had been one of Wolsey’s
own advisers. Although he was never appointed
lord chancellor (that job was given to Thomas
More and, from 1534, Thomas Audley) Cromwell
became Henry’s second chief minister by holding
a number of other positions in the royal court, the
most important of which was the king’s secretary.
Cromwell succeeded where Wolsey had failed by
arranging a divorce between Henry and Catherine
of Aragon. His solution was clever — whereas
Wolsey had tried to persuade the pope to agree to
a divorce, Cromwell bypassed the pope completely
by declaring that Henry was the only one who could
grant an annulment to a marriage in England.

Amicable Grant
When Henry decided to raise yet another army to
invade France again in 1525, Wolsey was tasked
with finding the money. It was not going to be easy;
Henry had already asked for extra taxes many times
over the past 10 years. Wolsey’s solution was the
Amicable Grant — a demand that priests pay one
third of their income and everyone else pay one
sixth of their income, with only 10 weeks to pay
up. The Amicable Grant did not have the approval

Act in Restraint of Appeals
Cromwell managed this through the Act in Restraint
of Appeals, which was passed by Parliament in
1533. The Act (or law) stated that foreign powers
(in other words, the pope) had no right to interfere
in English matters. By making Parliament pass the
Act rather than just declaring it by royal proclamation, Cromwell made it part of English statute law,
something which could only be changed by another
Act of Parliament.

Source E
Titles granted to Wolsey and Cromwell
Thomas Wolsey

Thomas Cromwell

Royal Almoner # (1509)
Bishop of Lincoln * (1514)
Archbishop of York * (1514)
Lord Chancellor # (1515)
Cardinal-Priest of St Cecilia * (1515)
Bishop of Bath and Wells * (1518)
Prince-Bishop of Durham * (1523)
Bishop of Winchester * (1529)

Chancellor of the Exchequer # (1533)
King’s Secretary # (1534)
Master of the Rolls # (1534)
Vicar-General * (1536)
Lord Privy Seal # (1536)
Governor of the Isle of Wight # (1538)
Lord Great Chamberlain # (1540)

* = position in the Church

# = position in the royal court
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4 Look at the
information in
Source E. Does it
show any differences
between the influence
of Wolsey and
Cromwell?
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Source F

Source G

Thomas Cromwell

Years in which Parliament was summoned
by the king
Henry VII: 1485, 1487, 1491, 1495, 1497, 1504
Henry VIII: 1510, 1512–14, 1515, 1523, 1529–36,
1539–40,1542–44, 1545–47

5 What does Source G
tell you about how
Parliament changed
under Henry VIII?

The break with the Catholic Church in Rome was
made complete when Parliament passed more laws
in 1534. The Act of Succession declared the marriage between Henry and Catherine to be invalid
and blocked Princess Mary from being heir to
the throne, while the Act of Supremacy formally
declared that Henry was the head of the Church
in England.

More Acts of Parliament
Cromwell had realised that the people were much
more likely to support Henry’s momentous decisions if they were involved in them. By having the
decisions debated in the House of Lords and House
of Commons, the English people (or their representatives) had a chance to have their say.
Prior to Cromwell, Parliament had little power
and mainly met to raise money for the king by
agreeing to taxes. During Cromwell’s time as
Henry’s chief minister, Parliament met more frequently and more laws were passed:
■■ Between 1509 and 1531, 203 Acts were passed.
■■ Between 1532 and 1540, 333 Acts were passed.
Therefore, the power of Parliament increased under
Cromwell. Its influence moved beyond financial
affairs into any matters which affected the country.
However, it is important not to overstate the growth
in Parliament’s power during Henry VIII’s reign.
Cromwell and the king still controlled much of
what it debated and were able to persuade (and
occasionally intimidate) the Lords and Commons
to do what they wanted

6 Was Thomas Wolsey
or Thomas Cromwell
responsible for the
most change in
English government
under Henry VIII?
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Dissolution of the monasteries
Cromwell also sought to make Henry’s government
function more effectively. The amount of money
which flowed into and out of the royal household
was not properly recorded or checked, so Cromwell
set up a number of new departments with specific
roles and responsibilities. This was particularly
urgent after the dissolution of the monasteries,
which saw huge amounts of wealth taken from the
Church and given to the king.

Separate departments now supervised the different types of income the king received. Among
them, the Court of Augmentations dealt with land
and money given to the king by the monasteries,
while the Court of First Fruits and Tenths collected
taxes from the Church which previously would have
been sent to the pope in Rome. Cromwell was creating a modern bureaucracy, setting up rules and
regulations to make sure that the country was ruled
in a more organised way.

Pilgrimage of Grace
The royal council had existed since medieval times
to advise the king. Henry VII had a large council
of 227 men, although many of them only attended
infrequently. As a usurper who was seeking a wide
base of support, it was in his interests to involve as
many people as possible in government.
Cromwell knew that Henry VIII had no such
worries. He cut the number of people on the council
to around 20, giving each person who remained
more power and influence. It was initially an
emergency response to the Pilgrimage of Grace in
1536, a rebellion in the north of England, during
which Henry wanted only his most trusted advisors around him. Afterwards, the new-look council
— often referred to as the privy council — continued to meet and numbers never increased back to
pre-rebellion levels.
It might be said that Cromwell made a mistake in
allowing the number of people on the council to be
reduced. Many of the members of the smaller privy
council distrusted Cromwell, especially Thomas
Howard, the Duke of Norfolk. Norfolk was responsible for persuading Henry to execute Cromwell in
1540 — for alleged treason and heresy — and after
Cromwell’s death, no one person came to dominate
Henry’s government in the same way again.

Conclusion
When Henry VIII died in 1547, the country he left
behind was very different from the one he inherited in 1509. Not only had the Reformation
occurred, but the Tudor dynasty was largely secure
on the throne, the royal court had changed,
Parliament had grown in power and a modern
bureaucracy had begun to be formed. Many of those
changes in the country’s government would not
have occurred without two Thomases: Wolsey and
Cromwell. HS
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the historic
environment

The Western Front
aid (applying dressings and disinfectant) before the
wounded were moved further behind the lines for
proper treatment.

Stage 2: Field Ambulances

Source A
First aid being given at
a Regimental Aid Post

1 Describe two
features of the system
for medical provision
at or near to the front
lines.
2 Summarise how the
provision of medical
care evolved over the
course of the war. For
what reasons did the
intended system prove
inadequate?

Paul Short and Dan Silverman consider
what we can learn about developments in
wartime medical treatment by examining
the system used on the Western Front in
the First World War

I

t is well known that the Great War prompted
significant developments in medical treatment
and technology. The huge number of casualties
was unprecedented as were the nature and extent
of wounds suffered. From rifles to machine guns
and heavy artillery to gas attacks, trench conditions
posed further challenges to the provision of battlefield medicine.
During the course of the war there were numerous developments in key branches of medicine
including surgery, the treatment of infection, orthopaedics, radiology and psychiatry. Underpinning
these advances was a developing system for the provision of battlefield medicine which was further
established as the war progressed. This system was
divided into six different stages of treatment.

The nature of the terrain on the Western Front,
and the extremely high rate of casualties that were
suffered in the bigger battles, meant that there were
significant developments in the means of transporting the wounded. Transport began with a series of
stretcher-bearers who were stationed at Collecting
Posts (CPs) and Relay Posts (RPs).
Stretcher-bearers were crucial in alleviating congestion at RAPs and were often required to shuttle
those unable to walk for several miles, either within
a trench or over ground, as the terrain could not be
accessed by any vehicles. Stretcher-bearing could be
extremely dangerous. Many stretcher bearers were
volunteers who were not prepared to fight on moral
grounds, but who wished to provide relief to the
suffering on the front line (such as the Quaker’s
‘Friends Ambulance Unit’).
Some vehicles were available, mainly horsedrawn, but they were rarely able to operate within
close proximity to the front lines. Further behind
the front lines motor ambulances were used increasingly as the war progressed.

Stage 3: Dressing Stations
These varied greatly in location and capacity. In
theory, Advanced Dressing Stations (ADS) were to
be set up within a few hundred yards of the RAPs,
and Main Dressing Stations (MDS) would be established around a mile further back. Both were to
use buildings where possible, tents if necessary.
The plan was for the ADS to provide treatment and
return men to their units as soon as possible, or
where wounds were more serious, to arrange for the
transport of men to the MDS. The intended role of
the MDS was to provide treatment for the wounded
for up to a week, either to enable their return to the
Front, or to prepare for their further evacuation.

Stage 1: Regimental Aid Posts (RAP)

Source B
Canadian soldier
being taken towards a
medical post
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These were situated as near to the front line as
possible, under a Battalion Medical Officer, perhaps
with one or two supporting officers, who would
be in charge of orderlies and stretcher-bearers.
Typically these contained two to six beds for casualties (or soldiers taken ill) to administer immediate
short-term treatment. RAPs had limited equipment
and were rarely able to offer any more than first

Source B
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by large military cemeteries. One such example is
the Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery, Poperinge,
near to Yprès, (www.tinyurl.com/hkctyhr) where
almost 10,000 British and Commonwealth soldiers
are buried (making it the second largest British military cemetery after Tyne Cot).

Stage 5: Base Hospitals
Source C
In reality, these intentions were not practical. The
nature of the fighting, the terrain and the heavyartillery bombardment of the front lines meant that
an ad hoc system of dressing stations was established. In practice they needed to be mobile, they
often needed to hold a large number of casualties
for several days, and over the course of the war they
developed an increased capacity for delivering surgical procedures.
Unlike RAPs, some of the better established
Advanced Dressing Stations can still be seen on
the Western Front today. Perhaps the most frequently visited is at Essex Farm (www.tinyurl.com/
zev8qag), where Canadian John McCrae, serving
as a surgeon during the Second Battle of Yprès in
1915, wrote his famous poem ‘In Flanders Fields’.

Also known as general hospitals, these were located
in the ‘bases’ which were established areas, well
behind the front lines with links to key transport
lines. They often took over previously existing
civilian hospitals, and their operation was similar to
that of non-military hospitals. One famous exception to this is the ‘underground hospital’ located at
Wellington Quarry (near Arras) which now houses
a museum (www.tinyurl.com/z486jdn).
Soldiers who reached the Base Hospitals had a
decent chance of survival. Official figures show that
almost five times as many soldiers in these hospitals returned to active duty as died in them. It is
worth noting than many Base Hospital admissions
were not wounded soldiers, but those suffering with
contagious diseases, infections or other serious but
treatable conditions that would only be dealt with
while on leave.

Source C
British Casualty
Clearing Station

Stage 4: Casualty Clearing Stations
(CCS)
These were far larger facilities that were intended to
provide treatment to greater numbers of wounded
soldiers who would then be transported to hospital.
Located over 10 miles behind the front lines, close
to further transport links, the CCS could have more
established and permanent facilities. Their primary
role was to provide initial surgery.
Even with more fixed circumstances, the role of
the CCS also evolved during the war as often they
were faced with far more than the maximum 200
casualties that they were designed to hold. Many
were extended, typically into two stations which
would operate an alternating policy whereby one
would be ‘open’, i.e. empty and ready to receive
casualties and the other ‘closed’, i.e. full and preparing casualties for evacuation, usually within a
maximum of 4 weeks. In some areas a third station
would be opened for those with more serious
illnesses, which were commonplace due to trench
conditions. These could be emptied quickly if there
was a sudden influx of casualties. At times the CCS
would take on the role of maintaining the health of
soldiers on leave, for example, bathing them and
treating non-life threatening ailments.
The CCS were frequently faced with large
numbers of soldiers with very serious wounds and
so it is not surprising that their locations are marked
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/hindsight
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Source D
A hospital train

Stage 6: Return to ‘Blighty’
Those who were too badly wounded to return to
action were evacuated back home. This was carried
out using a range of transport including hospital
trains, which featured heavily in a recent exhibition
at the National Railway Museum in York (www.
tinyurl.com/hauyelu). Much of the transport at all
stages was provided by the Red Cross (www.tinyurl.
com/goksonk).
Once home, soldiers requiring additional treatment were sent to existing military hospitals or
newly-created war hospitals. These were managed
under nine different ‘command areas’. One such
hospital was the Stamford Military Hospital, at
Dunham Massey in Cheshire (under Northern
Command). Dunham Massey is currently a
National Trust property (www.tinyurl.com/
z2vaeoo) which from 2014 to 2016 housed an exhibition in which the military hospital was recreated
for the hundredth anniversary of the war (www.
tinyurl.com/zyoa4ek). HS

3 How useful are
photographs for an
enquiry into the
development of the
system of battlefield
medical provision on
the Western Front?
4 Research the RAMC
(www.ramc-ww1.
com) and FANY
(www.fany.org.uk/
history). For each
produce a factfile
which outlines their
role and contribution
to medical
developments during
the First World War.
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